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Executive summary
Europe is facing multiple significant challenges, like fighting global warming. One of the EU programmes to
facilitate the implementation of low-carbon, energy and climate protection strategies in Northwest Europe
(NWE) is Intereg NWE. With funding by the Intereg NWE program, the HeatNet project (2016-2020) focuses on
identifying the financial, regulatory and organisational barriers preventing the development of District Heating
and Cooling (DHC) , to explore solutions to overcome these barriers and to introduce 4th generation DHC
(4DHC) as best practice. Within the HeatNet project action research was conducted by Amsterdam University
of Applied Science together with all pilot partners as action researchers to evaluate the program. The main
objective of the Evaluation Work Package was:
 to give local authorities periodic reflections and insight into barriers and solutions in exemplar pilot
projects and the way barriers are closely linked to stakeholders, and
 to provide transnational learning and learnings about the routes of transition to 4DHC in NWE in their
individual local context.
In the course of HeatNet the theoretical framework of Sustainability Transition Theory and Stakeholder Theory
provided guidance and perspective to research and analyse the stakeholders, barriers and solutions for
developing and rolling out 4DHC in their situational contexts together with the partners. Moreover, we applied
an adaptive evaluation strategy to maximize peer to peer learning during the HeatNet project in action.
The interventions during the partner-meetings were crafted to stimulate and facilitate transnational learning,
applying an adaptive evaluation strategy to treat each meeting as a situational learning environment,
maximizing peer to peer learning. From the first meeting, the workshops offered a safe learning environment,
invoking group-learning. The workshop material was selected and developed as a tool for participants to
engage in action-oriented transnational learning, by expressing their situation and by mirroring and
confronting with other local situations. More specific:
 getting more insight into stakeholders by first identification and second interviews, analysis and use
of persona helped pilots in the progress of the pilot; especially the insight that ‘end users’ should also
be recognized as stakeholder and ‘every barrier has a stakeholder’ helped the teams develop the
pilots
 The transition map helped pilots to see stakeholders role (as enabler, or on business as usual path) in
both the pilot and the bigger picture of the transition which give more insight for the roll-out strategy
 Tools that were developed in the Evaluation WP for HeatNet like the stakeholder matrix, interview
formats, persona, Key Success Factors, were valuable to the pilots learning. Tools we developed for
HeatNet will be presented separately in a ‘process guide to local authorities’
 Transnational learning took place during the whole project, with the HeatNet model development,
the guides, in pilot visits and coaching by other local authorities in the development of 4DHC.
From interviews, stakeholder analysis, Key Success Factors, pilot diaries, barriers and solutions we mapped the
stakeholder Arena. From this mapping we saw which stakeholder is on the transition pathway, the ‘lock out’
and which stakeholders are in the ‘lock in', holding back transitions. For each pilot, the story is unique in its
local context, as was shown in chapter Pilot paths.
For the project as a whole we came to the following list of barriers and solutions:
Barriers:
• Private sector not engaged
• Lack of internal organisational focus and time
• Governance structure, no logical role for local authority
• No level playing for heat, not seen as proven technology
• Lack of funding, alternative (gas) too cheap
• Lack of knowledge on heat networks with f.e. planners, developers, in market
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Solutions:
• Value other benefits
• Start small and built from that
• Public private partnerships
• Municipality as initiator giving good example
• Long term vision
• Learn from others
These aggregated barriers and solutions are aligned with general challenges of this kind of niche projects.
Moreover, not all suggested solutions could be realised in each pilot, yet as the pilot paths showed, among
many other resources, at least serious and enduring dedication is needed.
The general emerging story is one of successful (=realising a grid) niche pilot projects, implementing HeatNets
in the real world. Local authorities play a crucial role, both as an institutional power and launching customer,
as well a knowledgeable organisation. The latter were developed with substantial knowledge and knowledge
sharing with the other HeatNet pilots and knowledge partners. Templates for legal documents were shared,
guides for other local authorities were developed.
HeatNet funding provided the (first) financial support for the projects to be realised. Not all project were fully
4DHC, but all pilots took steps to either use lower temperatures in the buildings or find new renewable
sources. We also saw niches still needing funding to be able to provide affordable heat to its customers. In
reality, social and environmental values are not prices in - keeping HeatNet outperformed by pricing in relation
to gas.
As we discovered however, not all barriers are related to heat networks or 4DHC. To the contrary, many
barriers are just 'part' of any large engineering project like infrastructural barriers. The unfamiliarity, though, of
DHC proofed complicated for authorities. Other barriers were exemplary for CO2 reduction projects, like a low
or postponed return on investment and a lack of shared interests between stakeholders.
Projects like 4DHC are demonstrating niche innovations and are able to exist specifically as they are framed as
niches or protected projects. They should contribute to the production of new regimes such as a Smart Energy
System. However, regime-change has, by nature, severe consequences for the status quo and its stakeholders.
Even if the existing regime produces unfavourable outcomes, these outcomes are 'known', whereas the
outcomes of new regimes are consisting unknown chains of consequences. As such, each niche-innovation
should not be understood as a sole technical challenge, but has to act to institutionalize the evolvement of
sociological, cultural and economical regimes as well, for example, by involving stakeholders and showcasing
replacing gains and realities.
To sum up, transition barriers consisted of knowledge gaps, lack of shared values and an uneven focus on short
term interests in relation to long term needs. To overcome these barriers, long term visions and heat maps
were drafted for the local situation. However to leap this kind of HeatNets from niche-projects into the
mainstream, needs transition in national regulation and additional support from authorities to create trust.
Where this is the case, you see the heat network growing. One could state, local authorities are ready to rollout, if granted the right conditions by other higher authorities.
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Introduction
Europe is facing multiple significant challenges, like fighting Global Warming. The goal of the Intereg NWE
program is to facilitate the implementation of low-carbon, energy and climate protection strategies to reduce
GHG emissions in Northwest Europe (NWE) (Intereg NWE, 2020).
Within the Intereg NWE program the HeatNet projects objective is to increase the installed heating capacity of
district heating and cooling networks and the provision of affordable warmth by accelerating transition to 4th
generation district heating and cooling (4DHC) in NWE urban areas, and so make significant innovative
contributions to GHG emission reductions, empowering provision stakeholders and increasing confidence of
investment stakeholders along the way.
4DHC is “defined as a coherent technological and institutional concept, which by means of smart thermal grids
assists the appropriate development of sustainable energy systems. 4DHC systems provide the heat supply of
low-energy buildings with low grid losses in a way in which the use of low-temperature heat sources is
integrated with the operation of smart energy systems. The concept involves the development of an
institutional and organisational framework to facilitate suitable cost and motivation structures”. (Lund et al
2014) The HeatNet project aims for 4DHC as its most advanced DHC systems in Europe. This puts NWE DHC
systems directly on the pathway to leading the way in this sector and pioneer this best practice in the region.
The focus of HeatNet is to identify and overcome the financial, regulatory and organisational barriers
preventing the development of DHC in NWE, and to introduce 4DHC as best practice. The partnership has
identified common barriers, yet recognises that both barriers and solutions are not well understood. HeatNet
seeks to narrow the disparities in DHC development between NWE regions and the rest of the EU to allow the
NWE heat sector take full advantage of the socio-economic benefits of district heating and cooling (DHC).
HeatNet acknowledges the necessity for multi-stakeholder partnerships to create 4DHC roadmaps and
effective evidence-based guidance for public authorities. The current practice is that national level policies
dominate the energy sector in NWE, which means many 4DHC efficiencies and synergies which can only be
identified on examination of local-level energy systems are overlooked. HeatNet is going beyond the existing
situation by providing the tools needed for local authorities to implement local heat strategies with
confidence, based on the expertise and on-the-ground learnings of the partnership from pilot investments.
(Interreg VB NWE Application Form, 2016)
The main objective of the Evaluation Work Package was a) to analyse and provide local authorities with
periodic reflections and insight into barriers and solutions in exemplar pilot projects and the way barriers are
closely linked to stakeholders, and b) to provide transnational learning and learnings about the routes of
transition to 4DHC in NEW. This has been done by a triangulation of research methods: stakeholder
identification, interviews of local stakeholders, interventions and intervision workshops at each partner
meeting and in depth analysis of the barriers and solutions in their individual local context - feeding the
intermediate findings into action oriented transnational learning workshops.
This evaluation research was based on two assignments:
1. Facilitating action research with and for partners, rather than doing research on them, and
2. Evaluation of the progress of the development of 4DHC made by pilots.
Both assignments contributed to transnational learning by working with partners to identify barriers in their
local context, comparing these findings across six different cities in six different countries, implement solutions
and to monitor the process and outcomes of changes.
The outline of this report is the following:
 The first Chapter, Theoretical and methodological framework for evaluation, provides a theoretical
framework and introduces the methods and Key Success Factors which were used to understand and
analyse the pilots.
 The Chapter HeatNet pilots & best practices introduces the HeatNet pilots and the researched best
practices.
 The Chapter Transnational learning analyses the interventions during the regular partner meetings.
These acted as the nodes in the transnational learning. Progress in the pilot’s developments and the
realisation of their ambitions concerning 4DHC resulted in a focus on barriers, solutions and
stakeholders. As such, much of our evaluative interventions were aimed to progress the pilots within
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their niche, to reflect, self-identify invoking inspiration - and widening their understanding, its playing
field and possible ways to act.
In the Chapter Pilot paths: Positioning barriers in their situation contexts and development paths, the
developments of each individual pilot is constructed in an analytical narrative, showing the
encountered barriers and solutions in their situational context.
In the last chapter we give overall conclusions.

The evaluation process was led by Amsterdam University of Applied Science (AUAS), with Cerema and
University of Gent, being knowledge partners. However, all partners were engaged for data gathering and
connecting to the stakeholders of the pilots and transnational learning during partner meetings.
This research was published and presented as:
 Heller, R., & Suurenbroek, F. (2017). Momentum voor het warmtenet. Ruimte + Wonen, 2017(4), 98107.
 Dijck, E. J. L., van (2019). Effective use of Stakeholder management technology to stimulate system
innovation: initial lessons from a multiple case study of 4DHC in NW Europe. 151. At 5th International
Conference on Smart Energy Systems, Copenhagen, Denmark.
 Heller, E. M. B., van Dijck, E. J. L., & Suurenbroek, F. (2019). Progress towards 4DHC in different
national and regional contexts. 151. At 5th International Conference on Smart Energy Systems,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
This report will be published at https://guidetodistrictheating.eu/
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Theoretical and methodological framework for
evaluation
In this chapter, the theoretical framework and applied methods of the evaluation are introduced.
In order to execute the evaluation of the 4DHC pilots in action, the AUAS team constructed a theoretical
framework of Sustainability Transition Theory and Stakeholder.
Sustainability Transition Theory
Sustainability Transition Theory considers sustainability transitions as non-linear evolvements within shifting
action socio-technical arenas. Moreover, the current sustainability challenges demands drastic transition on
almost all socio-technical systems - challenging existing interests, business models and behaviour. As such,
incremental improvements and quick technological fixes are not enough as radical shifts to new kinds of sociotechnical systems are required. These shifts are defined as ‘sustainability transitions’ ( (Elzen, Geels, & Green,
2004); Grin et al. 2010). Although much of the innovations are taking place within a niche, i.e. on the micro
level (e.g. changing individual choices, attitudes and motivations), Sustainability Transition Theory considers
the ‘meso’-level of socio-technical systems as the primary unit of analysis (Geels, 2004) , (Schenk, Moll, &
Schoot Uiterkamp, 2007).
Operationalized for the HeatNet evaluation: An adjusted scheme is constructed to position the pilots within
the existing situational regime ('lock in') - and its position to the desired sustainability regime. The scheme
itself (Figure 1 below) was an intervention in itself (see Chapter 3). This scheme (Van Dijck, (based on Geels, F.
2004), 2018) shows the gap between the existing regime, i.e. ‘business as usual’ or 'Lock in' - and the transition
paths towards the desired new sustainability regime. As the scheme shows, this demands a 'Lock out'.
Moreover, the scheme positions the pilots within the existing regime - hence needing to act with the outside
world within this scheme, yet envisioning lock out pathways as well. Expecting a direct lock out would result in
a direct challenge of the existing interests and practices, most likely proving fruitless.

Figure 1 Visual of the system transition with lock in and lock out positions (Van Dijck, (based on Geels, 2004)
2018)
Stakeholder Theory
The Sustainability Transition Theory takes a socio-technical system perspective, suggesting tensions between
the niche/pilot project and its multiple stakeholders, whom are still embedded within the existing regime.
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Hence, as the evaluation aimed to foster transnational learning to improve the pilots success, the applied
theoretical framework should be able to offer guidance for the progress of the pilot projects. Hence, the
Sustainability Transition Theory is combined with various Stakeholder Theories, analysing the pilots as if they
were regular complex large scale engineering projects.
For complex large scale engineering projects which are depended on a range of (shifting) external and internal
stakeholders, the stakeholder perspective is crucial to understand and anticipate barriers (Laplante, 2010). This
is especially true for this kind of pilots, as they stand out from regular projects within existing regimes, hence
creating liabilities by its unknowns. Current stakeholder taxonomies are not sufficient, for example as they do
not take into account vast differences in consumer and producer behaviours. More sophisticated Stakeholder
Theory helps the pilot partners to identify stakeholders, to uncover and analyse its stakeholders and their
contributions, interest, concerns, forecasting or understanding barriers and solutions in their local context.
Effective use of stakeholder management technology is also the pivot between the processes of in depth
understanding of user- en supply contexts and a system to learn and possible also stimulate system innovation
Operationalized to HeatNet: The AUAS team developed a visual of a persona surrounded by the most
important questions categorized in five different clouds. A persona depicts a certain actor and in this way we
were able identify internal and external stakeholders and – as mentioned earlier - to uncover, analyse and
discuss their contributions, interest, concerns, and to discover (potential) barriers and solutions in their local
context. Furthermore, we were able to discuss this with all six pilots and to conduct a cross-case analysis.

Figure 2 An example of a persona with questions he might have

Design Science Research
As a theoretical framework for the evaluation action-research, the Design Science Research is adopted. Design
Science Research is rooted in the design disciplines, taking as a research strategy a particular field problem.
These problems are research and understood within their situational context, 'feeding it with possible
solutions, whereas these situational field problems provide learnings for the development of generic
actionable knowledge as well. A field problem can be defined as a situation in reality, which according to
(some or all) stakeholders can or should be improved, like barriers preventing the development of DHC.
The validity of design science research outcomes is justified on the basis of time and context validity: does the
application of this knowledge (in the intended context) indeed produce the desired outcome(s) of this solution
concept (Van Aken).
Operationalized to HeatNet: Design Science Research is operationalized for HeatNet with the CIMO-logic
approach. The design proposition, articulating for a given type of problem-in-context is a solution concept,
10
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together with the outcome(s) to be expected on application. Design propositions can be formulated using the
so-called CIMO-logic (Denyer, Tranfield, & Van Aken, 2008). This format is based on time-contextual logic and
uses a combination of C (problem-in-Context), I (intervention), M (Mechanisms) and O (Outcome): for this
Problem-in-Context it is useful to use this Intervention like an action, a series or arrangement of actions etc.,
which will produce through these Mechanisms this Outcome.
The CIMO logic is applied at different levels. At project level the CIMO-logic works as showed in Table 1.
Table 1 CIMO-logic Evaluation Work Package at project level
Problem- incontext (C)
Intervention (I)

Mechanism (M)

Outcome (O)

The field problem of this research (C) is the desire to understand barriers and identify
solutions to delivery, and understand the routes of transition to 4DHC in their local
context.
(I) An arrangement of interventions in different categories used at specific intervention
moments, to facilitate development in of 4DHC in NWE, and to accelerate energy
transitions.
The primary mechanisms (M) are the ability to (a) analyse the context from a multilevel perspective, (b) to understand the supply- and user context, and (c) to enhance
insight to overcome barriers preventing transitions.
The desired outcome is (O) a well-prepared local authority in charge of those who are
responsible for transition projects on meso-level of socio-technical systems.

Social Worlds Analysis
As the pilots have to deal with the existing regimes, a Situational Analysis (Clarke, Friese, and Washburn, 2018)
and in particular a social world analysis is needed to: a) understand the action arena at large, and b) the actors
whom are willing to act towards a lock out, by embracing the pilot project. The social worlds framework, a
form of analysis focuses on meaning making amongst groups of actors and on collective action people “doing
things together”. Social worlds typically segment into multiple worlds, intersect with other worlds with which
they share substantive/topical interests and commitments, and merge. If and when the number of social
worlds becomes large and crisscrossed with conflicts, different sorts of careers, viewpoints, funding sources,
and so on, the whole is analysed as an arena. An arena, then, is composed of multiple worlds organized
ecologically around issues of mutual concern and commitment to action.
Operationalized to HeatNet, the ‘Map of Social Worlds in Arena’ (as shown in Figure 3) offers an overview of
individual actors who compose social worlds, but in arenas they commonly act as representatives of their
social worlds, performing their collective identities. The arena is the energy sector and a 4DHC Project Team is
part of the situation. The visual was used to depict actors (persons or organisations) that played a certain role
within the situation at hand. The small figures represent those actors. They are marked black if they were
continuing the Lock in situation and marked blue if they were trying to stimulate the Lock out situation (in one
way of the other). To be more specific we added four categories (F= Financial, R= Regulatory, O=
Organisational, and T= Technical).
Sometimes actors were part of different Social Worlds and therefore presented in a multiple way. The
numbers are referring to specific barriers.
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Figure 3 Example Map of Social Worlds in Arena

Key Success Factors
To be able to evaluate the HeatNet pilots the AUAS team reviewed literature on best practices of district
heating projects (internal HeatNet report De Vries HvA, 2018) (see chapter The Heatnet pilots & best
practices). The evaluation by Galindo presented a list of Key Success Factors (KSF) (Galindo, 2016). Most of
these indicators are also part of the HeatNet Key Performance Indicators, as is CO2 emission reduction, or the
indicators are needed to be able to grow district heating locally (more m2 connected to district heating in the
future).
As indicators for a successful project Galindo (2016) used the following indicators:
 Economically viable (robust business model)
 Affordable prices for heating and cooling
 Stable and resilient supply
 High quality service
 Mid-to long term adaptability of the service
 Low-CO2 emissions and global environmental footprint
Operationalised the HeatNet: To make comparison with the HeatNet Evaluation easier the AUAS team added
the barrier categories we use in the HeatNet project: financial, regulatory, organisational, technical. Financial
barriers for example can be around investments, all sorts of running costs or costs of alternative systems,
access to financing or loans. Regulatory barriers include local and national regulation, laws and policies.
Organisational barriers can be at the internal organisation or at project level. Technical barriers can be all
technical system issues with heat production, transport or usage, including efficiencies and losses. The focus of
HeatNet is on the non-technical barriers.
Key success factors that followed from the review by Galindo (2016) are:
1
Adequate national policy and regulatory environment (regulatory)
2
Direct / indirect financial support (financial)
3
Focused local policy and coherence with urban planning (regulatory)
12
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4
5
6
7
8
9

Alignment of interests / Cooperation maturity (organisational)
Availability and relevance of local resources (technical)
Continuous and comprehensive project development (organisational)
Price competitiveness against alternative energy solutions (financial)
Flexible heat and cold production (technical)
Combining technical and non-technical innovation (organisational)

The AUAS team used these key success factors to measure the progress in the HeatNet pilots. This is done in a
“traffic light” approach. The AUAS team evaluated this Key Success Factor model with the pilot teams at
several stages in the HeatNet project. In chapter Pilot paths the results are discussed.

Data gathering, analyses and workflow
The research took place in “real-world” situations of six living labs. For the research, the participants were
considered both experts (during the workshops) and co-researchers (interviews). The AUAS evaluation team
led the process. All partners were engaged for data gathering, connecting to the stakeholders of the pilots.
Together, a triangulation of research methods was operated: document collection and analysis, logging pilot
diaries, questionnaire surveys, structured and unstructured interviews, and case study analysis. The data was
analysed by the evaluation team of AUAS. The pilots learning process was facilitated by the development of
the HeatNet model through the evaluation process.
The pilot projects conducted two rounds of interviews with their stakeholders; in 2017 and 2018- 2019. The
AUAS team conducted a survey for further in depth evaluation of the pilots and process evaluation (March
2019) and an interview round with the pilot partners (summer 2019).
A software application (MAXQDA) was used for text analysis, through coding. Coded segments were retrieved
and divided at stakeholder level into categories: Contribution, Interest, and Concern and Barriers and Solutions.
Pivotal barriers and solutions were selected for each project. The connections between selected barriers and
solutions and corresponding human stakeholders were made. In pilot meetings preliminary results were
shared and reviewed by partners.
For our evaluation across six pilots, the AUAS team analysed the six pilots simultaneously, operating the
different contexts to both understand/refine the situational problems - as well as feed the situational
interventions. Cross-case analyses of sets of rigorous in-depth case studies in dealing with a type of field
problem were an important stepping-stone. Each case study, needed as a basis for learning from experience
and designing appropriate interventions, was executed in ‘action research mode’.
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The HeatNet pilots & best practices
This chapter gives a short overview of the HeatNet pilots. A full description of the pilots is given in the Case
Study Report Cards (deliverable can be found on the HeatNet website). To facilitate the learning process a
literature study was done on best practices from other heating network projects. From this study the Key
Success Factors (as discussed in chapter Transnational Learning to evaluate the HeatNet pilots were derived. A
method was set up to identify best practices, this is presented in the paragraph Best Practices.

HeatNet pilots
HeatNet’s exemplar pilots represent diverse governance models, business strategies, investment approaches
and are at different stages of development of DHC/4DHC, ranging from no progress (Dublin (IE), Kortrijk (BE))
to a system featuring many core components of 4DHC (Heerlen (NL)) and a range of intermediate stages
(Boulogne sur Mer (FR), Aberdeen and Plymouth (UK)) (Intereg VB NWE Application Form, 2016). This wide
status amongst pilots is essential to understand the stages of transition and the variety of routes to 4DHC that
may be followed in NWE. It is through a transnational approach that those regions with little or no progress
can learn from the leaders in NWE involved in HeatNet, as the pilots represent the status of DH development
in their respective countries.
An overview of the technical set-up of the pilots is given in Table 2.
Table 2 Overview of technical systems of the HeatNet pilots
City
Aberdeen

Connected Buildings
Existing housing

Heat network
New

Boulogne sur Mer

Existing housing / utility

Extension

Heerlen
Kortrijk
Plymouth

New utility
New/ existing utility
Existing utility

Extension
New
New

South- Dublin

Existing / new utility

New

Energy source
Gas boilers – waste heat from
Waste to Energy plan
Biomass + waste water treatment
heat + heat pumps
Mine water + heat pumps
Gas Combined Heat and Power
Aquifer ground water + heat
pumps
Data centre waste heat + heat
pumps

Operating lessons from Best Practices
Parallel to the analysis and feedback on the six pilots of the project, the AUAS team researched best practices
to feed the pilots with lessons learned from other cases as well. We performed a literature study and
translated the lessons learning into a forecast methodology, helping pilots effectively to learn from past
projects. (Chittum 2014) (Galindo 2016) (UNEP 2015a) (UNEP 2015ab (UNEP 2015c) (UNEP 2016) (Vliet 2016).
Best Practice district heating projects from Paris, Copenhagen, Gothenburg, Amsterdam and Milan were
selected (deliverable on HeatNet website). Main recommendations from these projects are listed below. In
brackets the relevant KSF is included and in bold the actions for/by HeatNet are given:
 The city of Paris became a 33% shareholder in the Paris Urban Heating Company (CPCU), because the
city has a large stake in CPCU, it is able to control the production mix of heat and to influence the
company’s policy objectives. As the network’s role has developed, it now aims not only to provide
affordable, reliable heat, but also to reduce the city’s carbon emissions by lowering primary energy
use and enabling a greater share of renewable heat (Paris) (KSF 4 alignment of interests, KSF 3
focussed local support. In HeatNet, a guide was made on governance to help stakeholders choose
the appropriate governance model.
 To guide its district energy development and modernization, Paris set clear targets for district energy
systems, providing longer-term vision and security for local planners, investors, developers and
consumers. The drivers for Paris’ target setting include the ambitious national and local climate
14
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change targets; strong regulatory experience that provides confidence in the targets and the local
government’s commitment to achieve them; and the rich endowments of local natural renewable
resources, such as geothermal, which can be developed cost--effectively. (Paris) (KSF 3 focused local
support) In HeatNet LT visions were made to help guide this process in the long run.
Decades of supportive and consistent policies are the reason for the success and growth of the
Copenhagen heat network which covers 98% of the cities heat (Copenhagen) (KSF 3) In HeatNet the
AUAS team found from analysis of interviews that supportive local and national policy is perceived
as a facilitator and the lack of support as a barrier. In most cases this is because there is no level
playing field for DHC with the mainstream alternative of natural gas boilers.
Waste heat prices are set in relation to the alternative heat source. This was decided by government
since the involved parties (producer and city) could not agree to it themselves (Gothenborg) (KSF 7
competitive pricing). This way of pricing is regulated in the Dutch Heat Law.
The city of Amsterdam initiated the “Amsterdam Smart City” (ASC) initiative to bring together diverse
stakeholders and to pilot local projects and policies focused on the energy transition. The designated
areas are also tax-free zones to incentivize companies to pilot new technologies. The overall goal is to
help the city achieve its CO2 emission targets and to support economic development in the
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, in order to improve residents’ quality of life.(Amsterdam) (KSF 4
alignment of interests, KSF 3 focussed local support, KSF 9 technical and not technical innovation). In
HeatNet this was not applied.
Appoint an ‘Energy help desk’ to communicate to citizens on energy reduction helped to get their
engagement in energy agreements (Milan) (KSF 4 alignment of interests) In HeatNet, both Aberdeen
and Kortrijk appointed a HeatNet ambassador to engage stakeholders.

Developing forecasting methods to pre-maturely anticipate on barriers
AUAS bachelor student Lars Scheulderman conducted his final thesis around HeatNet. His research focussed
on the development of forecasting methods to anticipate barriers: “How can HeatNet NWE use forecasting
methods to pre-maturely anticipate on barriers to the implementation of 4th Generation District Heating in
North West Europe?” (Scheulderman 2017). Recommendations from this work are:
 Register useful Smart and Sustainable Energy Cases
 Cases that are used as Reference material should be registered in a list and should consist of
meaningful data on barriers to implementation.
 Characterize Smart and Sustainable Energy Cases
 Smart and Sustainable Energy Cases should share a common context with the Target Case but should
not all be focused on specific features.
 Choose similar cases based on a mathematical formula
 Out of the list of registered Smart and Sustainable Energy Cases, the partners should study similar
cases on potential barriers which are chosen based on mathematical comparison of available cases.
 Stop choosing reference material based on personal interest
The HeatNet partners could all start characterizing Smart and Sustainable Energy Cases based on the six
features found in the 5W+1H model as shown in Table 3 below:
Table 3 Characterization method to select best practices
5W+1H
Where
When
Who
Why
What
How

Feature
Size of the city
Spatial scale
Timing
Project Partners
Project Objectives
Domains of Intervention
Social Housing
Applied Technologies
Budget Size
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Development of the HeatNet model
In the development of the HeatNet model case studies from past projects are used to help guide local
authorities as can be seen in the guide presented in the HeatNet model. Guides like on ‘Financing’, ‘Home and
building energy management, ‘Heat mapping’. (These guides can be found on the HeatNet website (Intereg
NWE HeatNEt2020)).
Table 4 CIMOC Logic on How to learn from past projects
Barrier
Category
Problem-inContext (C)
Intervention (I)
Mechanism (M)
Outcome (O)
Recommendation

Pilots have little knowledge of other similar projects to be able to learn from them
Organisational
The field problem is the desire to learn from other best practices, alongside the
transnational learning between pilots of HeatNet. However, the best practices are not
easily available or selected on their relevant and learning for HeatNet pilots.
The intervention is the introduction of a description of similar projects (tailored to
HeatNet) with their barriers and proven solutions (from literature)
The primary mechanisms (M) are the ability to enhance insight to overcome barriers
preventing transitions.
The desired outcome is a wider array of possible solutions and insights to learn and use
in their situational challenges within their HeatNet pilot.
Use literature with a systematic method to learn from other projects
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Transnational learning: evaluation-interventions during
the partner meetings
The regular partner meetings during the project were the nodes in the transnational learning. The AUAS team
used these meetings to simultaneously gather data and facilitate and activate learning between pilots. Each
meeting AUAS conducted two workshops prepared with a specific working method, building on the previous
sessions, feedback and the lessons from the research on best practices, interviews, pilot diaries and
conferences. Progress in the pilot’s developments and the realisation of their ambitions concerning 4DHC
resulted in a focus on barriers, solutions and stakeholders. As such, much of our evaluative interventions were
aimed to progress the pilots within their niche, to reflect, self-identify invoking inspiration - and widening their
understanding, its playing field and possible ways to act.
The evaluation-interventions during the partner-meetings were crafted to stimulate and facilitate
transnational learning, applying an adaptive evaluation strategy to treat each meeting as a situational learning
environment, maximizing peer to peer learning. From the first meeting, the workshops offered a safe learning
environment, invoking group-learning. The workshop material was selected and developed as a tool for
participants to engage in action-oriented transnational learning, by expressing their situation and by mirroring
and confronting with other local situations.
KPIs provided the original framework for evaluation, which was translated to the Key Success Factor model as
was explained in the previous chapter. All pilots were involved in data gathering and reviewing so that the full
range of expertise and experience in the partnership was reflected in their selection. Input from pilots and
partners started during the first partner meeting and results were presented at the second meeting (Interreg
VB NWE Application Form, 2016). The process is visualized as follows:

Figure 4 Process action research 2016-2019
Adaptive learning
Two pivot points were important for the evaluation strategy during the process. First, in March 2018 the AUAS
team introduced the concept of ‘no barrier without’ a stakeholder’. Until that moment stakeholders were only
identified because the pilots needed a short list of potential interviewees. From this moment on the AUAS
team identified stakeholders in close connection to barriers in order to analyse the situation in depth. Second,
in September 2018 the AUAS team presented the concept of system innovation and sustainability transition,
offering a broader perspective to the teams to understand their own pilots. Finally, in January 2020 the AUAS
17
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team introduced the concept of ‘Social Worlds in Arenas’, to picture the situationally involved parties, their
interplay and the identification of the key players for this kind of pilots.
In this chapter, the actual implementation of the Evaluation research is presented in a pilot visit-by-pilot visit
sequence. This chronological order over the last four years offers the opportunity to follow the series and
sequence of adaptively crafted evaluation-interventions and tools, developed, introduced and implemented
over the course of the project, reaching to a total of 12 evaluation-interventions.
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Evaluation Workshops 1 and 2 Heerlen (NL) [February 2017]
Setting the stage for reflection and action
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 1 and 2 was identification of stakeholders and barriers. Therefore the first
two interventions drafted with two workshop visuals Stakeholder Identification and Understanding Barriers. It
provided the possibility to get familiar with one another, introduce our team and setting the stage for
reflection and actions - between and within each pilot.
Table 5 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit Heerlen
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I1

Visual

First Stakeholder Identification

Intervention I2

Visual

Self-reporting on barriers and understanding barriers

First, the participants were asked to brainstorm about different stakeholders and to plot their position on a
grid. Second, the participants were asked to report of barriers and especially the barriers they encountered
and conquered in the past, barriers they were facing in the present, and barriers they expected to face in the
future. Finally, representatives of the pilots were asked to present a poster presentation, summarizing their
pilot.
Each pilot project had the obligation to undertake a stakeholder identification to enable key actors to be
selected for interviews, to inform case study production and general evaluation against the KPIs. Mapping
stakeholders was a self-reporting exercise and an analysis tool that pilots used to further determine which
stakeholders were most useful to engage with. Mapping allowed pilots to see where stakeholders stand when
evaluated by the same key criteria (for example categories like design, finance, build and operations /
maintenance) and compared to each other and helped them visualize the often complex interplay of issues
and relationships created in the criteria chart below. A visual to facilitate a stakeholder analysis was developed
and a first stakeholder analysis was conducted during this Evaluation Workshop in Heerlen.

Figure 5 Left: Visual 1 Stakeholder Identification; Right: Visual 2 Understanding Barriers
Results
This kick start of the Evaluation Research was successful according to the programme leader and the
participants. We introduced ourselves, the design of an Evaluation Workshop, the design of our interventions
(tools), and the way we aim to work during the project. All the participants got connected and the members of
the Evaluation Team. In terms of content, we achieved all what we set out to achieve namely that we
(Evaluation Team, pilot projects, and the other participants) were informed on each of the pilot projects and
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learning about stakeholders and barriers (past, present, and future). Transnational learning had kick started.
The barriers were discussed and 'out in the open' - providing the baseline for recognition and learning.
Post-Heerlen
The AUAS team examined the outcomes of the workshops, using the Basic Stakeholder Analysis and Barriers
(Past-Present-Future). We collected additional data, reported our findings, and used this data to design the
next step. An overview of the different pilots’ projects in the order of the stage they were in, and the
representation of their first stakeholder analysis was given (Figure 6).

Figure 6 Stakeholder analyses for each pilot and pilot project phasing March 2017
Furthermore an overview of barriers mentioned by the pilots was issued. (Table 6)
Table 6 Barriers mentioned by pilots during the first Evaluation Workshop.
Past

Which barriers did you already conquer?

- Finance and Approval
- Spatial policies and implementation
- Commitment from university
- Technical and economic appraisals
- Political commitment + budget
- Interest + willingness real estate development
- Guide owner financial commitment

Present

Which barriers are you facing
currently?

- Unsure who will manage project
- Integration of Heatnet with energy from waste
- What ESCO model?
- Detailed contracts – assigning risk
- Technical barriers
- Detailed business case
- (unknown) agreement in principle

Future

Which barriers are you expecting to
face?

- Future sustainable energy sources
- Connection of clusters
- Valorisation of commitment willingness
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Table 3 Interventions Heerlen CIMO-logic
Table 7 Interventions Heerlen in CIMO logic
Category
Problem-inContext (C)
Intervention (I)

Mechanism (M)

Outcome (O)

Organisational
The field problem (C1) is that pilots are under-prepared to fulfil the desire to identify
important stakeholders for the first round of interviews, and (C2) were less aware of
barriers in different stages.
The interventions we introduced were (I1) a tool (visual to identify stakeholders) to be
used by teams in brainstorm sessions, and (I2) a second tool (visual to identify barriers
in different stages).
The primary mechanisms (M1) were the ability to (a) draw up a list of stakeholders, (b)
to categorize them, and c) to map them on a visual with a priority scale. And the other
mechanisms (M2) were the ability to (a) think of and discuss barriers in general, and (b)
to put them on a timeline (past, present, and future)
The desired outcomes are (O1) a well prepared pilot team capable of conducting a first
round of interviews with five stakeholders in different stakeholder categories, and (O2)
enhanced insight through increased awareness of barriers in different stages (past,
present, and future).
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Evaluation Workshops 3 and 4 Boulogne sur Mer (FR) [September 2017]
Empowering via intervision
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 3 and 4 was to focus on the method of action research, and critical
colleague dialogues on problems and barriers that they would like to address.
Table 8 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit BsM
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I3
Intervention I4

Template
Worksheet

Explanation action research / Pilot Diary Template
Top 3 Problem selection

First, an explanation of action research was given to ensure that all the participants were well informed, and
the activities well understood. Finally, within the framework of action research a template for a pilot diary was
introduced. Pilot projects were asked to fill in the pilot diaries on a monthly basis, and to use Google Drive (our
project environment) to share the forms with the Evaluation Team. This information was an important input
for additional analysis throughout the entire period of the project.
Second, an InterVision workshop was organized. Each participant was asked to make a list of
problems/barriers he/she would like to address, to discuss, and seek experiences and solutions from the
group. The problems were briefly presented and placed on the paper. The subgroup selected the discussed
barrier by vote. After a problem was selected, participants were able to ask informative questions, offering the
presenter the opportunity to understand and articulate his or her problem. Then, participants were asked to
give one or more advice, preferably based on their own experiences and pilots. The problem owner received
the paper with all the ideas and advice.

Figure 7 Photo left: Presentation results activity; Phot right: Problem selection
Table 9 Problems / barriers mentioned by pilots during the second Evaluation Workshop
1. Problem selection
- Lack of open data sources on energy use
- Procurement model for natural (ESB) partners & contract
- How to deal with problem partners?
- Tenants are reluctant to change + possible buyers
- Bringing all stakeholders together & interested
- Stakeholder cooperation
- Convincing private owned building to connect
- How to make the first stage viable (Business Models >< Timeline)?
- Heat price control with a monopoly?
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With regard to the interventions the AUAS team introduced during this second Evaluation Workshop the
description below is the CIMO-logic.
Table 10 Interventions BsM in CIMO logic
Category
Problem-inContext (C)

Intervention (I)

Mechanism (M)

Outcome (O)

Organisational
The focus was directed at two problems: (C1) was the lack of understanding by pilots of
action research and how to share general and specific information on a regular basis
(C2) was lack of awareness how to tunnel transnational learning during the partner
meeting, connecting to real individual pilot problems, creating a safe learning
environment and invoking the potential of group-learning.
The intervention (I3) was an explanation of action research and the introduction of a
tool (a pilot diary), to be filled by teams on a monthly basis, and to use Google Drive
(our project environment) to share the information with the Evaluation Team. (I4) was
the introduction of a visual in order to think about the most important problems and
discuss the situation and problems with one another.
The primary mechanisms (M1) were the ability to (a) analyse the information on a
regular basis, (M2) to understand the “real-world context”, and (c) to improve the
communication with the pilot projects.
The desired outcome (O1) was a competent research team capable of conducting
action research and during the whole project a well-informed Evaluation Team as a
result. Second outcome (O2) aimed for was an efficient and effective transnational
learning environment during the partner meetings.

Results
As a result, after the Evaluation Workshop the pilots were refreshed and aligned with the method of action
research. The pilot diaries were introduced and well received as means of facilitating exchange of information
on a regular basis (monthly reporting). Followed by a lively discussion within and outside the project team
about the top 3-problem selection of each of the pilots. Moreover they were able to discuss and learn about
possible solutions.
Post BsM
The pilots started with filling out the monthly pilot diaries. After receipt the AUAS team conducted a text
analysis and enriched the Stakeholder Analysis Maps with retrieved segments. After having examined these
new versions of the Maps they were distributed to all pilots on a frequent basis. Based on the analysis the
AUAS team developed a new thesis ‘No barrier without a stakeholder’, a new visual Persona, and an
accompanying low-tech game, all this in preparation for the next pilot visit to Kortrijk.
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Evaluation Workshops 5 and 6 Kortrijk (BE) [March 2018]
Connecting barriers to stakeholders - understanding the niche
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 5 and 6 was to elaborate on the introduction of a basic first stakeholder
analysis and identification as was executed in the first partner meeting in Heerlen.
Table 11 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit Kortrijk
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I5

Excel-doc

Advanced 3 Step Stakeholder Analysis

Intervention I6

Visual

Persona (Understanding Stakeholders)

Intervention I7

Low-tech
game

Conundrum Connecting the dots

The AUAS team introduced a more advanced , deeper and broader framework to empower the pilots to
conduct a stakeholder identification and analysis - aimed to stimulate the partners in emphasizing their
stakeholders, understanding barriers, enrich their understanding of the local situations - by contrasting it the
other pilots, and explore possible solutions via transnational learning and peer to peer reflection. It would
enable the Evaluation Team to examine whether enhanced insights into stakeholders in connection with
barriers would gave cause to modify this framework in our efforts to carry out an in-depth analysis.
The introduction of persona was an important step in improving the ability of the participants to empathize
with actors in local context and a systematic manner to describe the Contributions, Interests and Concerns
(CIC) of a specific stakeholder or a category of stakeholders. Our premises was that every barrier could be
connected to a stakeholder and this CIC could be a starting point to link a barrier and/or solution (BS) to
internal and external stakeholders in order to improve the individual's pilots insight and understanding - as
well as our analysis. The intervention of this 3 Step Stakeholder Analysis performed as a tool for participants to
engage in action-oriented transnational learning, by expressing their stakeholders and persona's, hence
discussing their experiences, thoughts, and level of knowledge of their local situation, partly by mirroring with
other local situations.
A low-tech business game was presented, eliciting questions regarding stakeholder research issues and
creating experiences that structured the 4DHC team's thinking. All pilot projects were given a set of cards. On
the card are elements like impact, affects, effects, stakeholder, pilot diaries etc. mentioned. The challenge was
to solve the conundrum in their own way and to present the outcomes. The second part of the workshop was
to discuss stakeholders and the connected CIC and BS if known, and to fill in as many personae templates as
possible in the time available, and to present the outcomes.

Figure 8 Left: Stakeholder Analysis; Right: Persona template
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Figure 9 Photo left: Participants in action; Photo right: Impression of workshop material

Figure 10: Left: Conundrum Solution low-tech game; Right: Example completed persona
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At the end of the meeting the following recommendations were made to the HeatNet model:
What?

Why?

1.

Include a comprehensive and rigorous
stakeholder analysis. Address all
stakeholders and involve them. See what is
in project scope and what not.

In any complex systems engineering project a
comprehensive and rigorous stakeholder anslyse is
assential as a first step.

2.

Pay attention to the role of local authority
and advise on desigh of governance and
business model (local/national context)

Governance and business model is very context
dependent

3.

Advise on how to do 5DHC or to go from 3
→ 4DHC

4.

Design a narrative on local/national DHC
for different stakeholders

5.

Give best practiceise for 4DHC on different
levels (policy, design et) with examples

For inspiration and guidance

Results
We were able to excavate a greater insight into stakeholders, their contributions, interests, and concerns,
providing more detailed information on the connection between stakeholders and barriers. Moreover, an
emerging picture of a more fundamental issue was raised, namely the difference between a classic ‘large
engineering problem’ and a new ‘sustainability transition problem’.
Table 12 Interventions Kortrijk in CIMO logic
Category
Problem-inContext (C)

Financial / Regulatory / Organisational
The field problem (C1) was the desire to establish a deeper and broader framework
for the conduct of stakeholder identification and analyse - (C2) aimed to stimulate the
partners in emphasizing their stakeholders, understanding barriers, enrich their
understanding of the local situations - by contrasting it the other pilots, and explore
possible solutions via transnational learning and peer to peer reflection. Finally, (C3)
the necessity to enhance the understanding of the importance of the logical sequence
of stakeholder research.

Intervention (I)

The intervention (I5) was the development and introduction of a tool (visual to identify
stakeholders) and discussions strategy to map their situational context explicitly - and
conduct transnational learning by collaborative exploration of possible solutions. I6 was
a visual (Persona) to empathize with actors in local context and a systematic manner to
describe the Contributions, Interests and Concerns (CIC) of a specific stakeholder or a
category of stakeholders. I7 was a low tech game in the form of a conundrum focused

Mechanism (M)

The primary mechanisms were the ability (M1) to analyse the context from a multilevel perspective, (b) to understand the supply- and user context, and (c) to enhance
insight to overcome barriers preventing transitions. The other two mechanisms were
discussions within the project teams and with the other teams after the presentations
(M2) about specific stakeholders and their CIC, and (M3) the connection between and
the logical sequence of the different parts of daily operations of stakeholder research.
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Outcome (O)

The desired outcomes are (O1) consent about a framework that will result in a more
sophisticated in-depth stakeholder analysis to be used by pilots as well as the
Evaluation Team, (O2) an increased amount of understanding and empathy for
stakeholders to get to the heart of the problem(s), and (O3) a higher involvement of
pilots in stakeholder research activities.

Post Kortrijk
Beside the results as described above, the intervention surfaced a partly unanticipated, yet in hindsight logical
set of underlying challenges for these HeatNet pilots. Some barriers, like the competition with the price of
fossil fuels (gas) proved problematic - and beyond the sphere of influence of these pilots - whereas other
barriers, like unpredictable governance issues, are symptomatic for any complex long term infrastructure
project. This led us to three conclusions. First, the barriers associated with 'regular' complex long term
infrastructure projects should be dealt with equally - there is no innovation needed. Second, one should
consider the pilot projects as projects existing within their own 'niche'. The way to move forward is to fully
understand, recognise and act within the conditions of the niche, i.e. competing with existing low gas prices is
pointless for example. Third, within the timeframe of this niche, as shaped by our HeatNet project, we have to
identify innovations within the niche environment, which might have properties that is able to 'help' or
showcase how the lock out of the existing institutional reality could be kick started.
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Evaluation Workshops 7 and 8 Aberdeen (UK/SC) [September 2018]
Uncovering the blank spots in stakeholder focus
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 7 and 8 was to translate the first findings of based on our analysis of the
first round of interviews conducted by each pilot to provide reflections on their view on stakeholders, hence by
doing so stimulate and facilitate Intervision and therefore create better understanding of their own pilots and
shared learning from the other pilots. Moreover, the partner meeting was also used as a preparation for the
second round of interviews.
Table 13 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit Aberdeen
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I8

Visual

Overview Interviewees (first round)

Intervention I9

Visual

Understanding the bigger picture

As a preparation of the intervention, the AUAS team plotted the interviews conducted by the pilot projects on
a stakeholder analysis map. This showed a strong focus of stakeholders on the supply side of the project and
an overwhelming focus on external stakeholders. Only one pilot conducted an interview with an internal
stakeholder and stakeholders on the demand side were excluded. To what respect was this focus consciously
crafted by the pilot partners? Did they considered the Demand side as stakeholders? And to what respect were
internal stakeholders possibly crucial for overcoming certain barriers?
Hence, during the workshop, the pilot partners were stimulated to discuss the results and more specific the
blank spots.1

Figure 11 Left: Overview Interviewees in stakeholder matrix; Right: pilot partners at site visit

Building on these findings the participants were asked to discuss the presented findings - and to develop a plan
for the second round of interviews.
The Key Success Factor model was introduced and during the workshop pilot partners reviewed the filled in
traffic lights for the pilots start and the halfway situation and gave examples for their pilot.

1 With an annotation that the quadrant Demand-Internal is not existing unless the definition of Internal has been extended
from ‘within our pilot project team’ to ‘within our city district’.
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The AUAS team presented the following recommendations to the HeatNet model:

Table 14 Interventions Aberdeen in CIMO logic
Category
Problem-in-Context
(C)
Intervention (I)
Mechanism (M)

Outcome (O)

Financial / Regulatory / Organisational
The field problem are (O1) the hypothetical blank spots of the stakeholders needed
for the success of the pilot projects - in relation to their focus in the first round of
interviews and the barriers.
The intervention is (I8) plotting and showing the stakeholders of the first round of
interviews positioned in a stakeholder map, confronting a strong focus on external
stakeholders and the supply side. I9 was the visual of the transition theory.
The primary mechanisms (M1) are the ability to confront the pilot partners with
their own biases and areas of focus - and by doing so, enabling reflection and
redraw their area of stakeholder focus, - attention and -action in relation to their
projects barriers.
The desired outcome is (O1) a productive reflection and recalibration of
stakeholder attention in relation to barriers. A well prepared pilot team capable of
conducting a second round of interviews with five stakeholders in different
stakeholder categories.

Results
After the confrontation with the Overview of Interviewees, the pilots were encouraged to identify a number of
stakeholders in other quadrants of the Map. For example more focus on internal stakeholders or external
stakeholders like customers. The presentation of the new visual System Innovation and a transition sparked a
lively debate on stakeholders and barriers in connection with both paths. Pilots recognized certain
stakeholders or tensions (barriers) and identified others while discussing the idea behind the visual.
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Post Aberdeen the AUAS team developed a new workshop in the area of system innovation and sustainability
to elaborate on the introduction of the concept in Aberdeen. Our goal was to dig deeper into the substance of
the matter and to connect the next dots between different categories of barriers, different categories of
stakeholders, and the different paths. Secondly, interviews of the second round were analysed once they had
been received. Again the results were used to enrich the Stakeholder Analysis Map and distributed to the
pilots.
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Evaluation Workshops 9 and 10 Plymouth (UK/EN) [March 2019]
Addressing system innovation to unlock learning outside the niche
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 9 and 10 was to provide deeper insight in the broader, more fundamental
system innovation context, to stimulate 'lock out' learning.
Table 15 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit Plymouth
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I10

Presentation

A deep dive in system innovation and sustainability
transition

Intervention I11

Visuals

Stakeholder Analysis v0.7

First, the AUAS team presented a broader and deeper picture into system innovation and sustainability
transition. The Energy Transition is part of a trajectory towards a Smart (Sustainable) Energy System.
Traditional Energy System is maintained, defended, and incrementally improved by incumbent actors, large
cooperation’s, whose actions are guided by deeply entrenched rules and institutions (‘lock-in’), termed SocioTechnical Regimes (STR). This presentation was an effort to place a 4DHC demonstration project in the context
of Sustainability Transition and create awareness of possible 'lock out' strategies of a niche.
Many advanced European countries are now moving to best-practice 4th Generation DHC (4DHC), while NWE
is currently ‘locked-in’ to the current heating sector norms (i.e. individual fossil fuel systems) and therefore
find it difficult to ‘un-lock’ the many socio-economic benefits of 4DHC (see Figure 7 Socio-Technical Regimes 1).
Second, building on the previous session in Aberdeen, the AUAS team made a new version of each stakeholder
map to aggregate data and enrich our common view of the situation. The participants were asked to reflect on
the results of our research, to discuss and present the outcomes.
As mentioned earlier, the Energy Transition is part of a trajectory towards a Smart (Sustainable) Energy
System. Traditional Energy System is maintained, defended, and incrementally improved by incumbent actors,
large cooperation’s, whose actions are guided by deeply entrenched rules and institutions, termed SocioTechnical Regimes.

Figure 12 Left: Socio-Technical Regimes 1
Incumbents

Lock in and Lock Out; Right: Socio-Technical Regimes 2
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Figure 13 Photo left Participants in action; Photo right Youth Strike for Climate
The Key Success Factor model was updated during the workshop and pilot partners gave examples for the
changes in their pilot.
During the break we met some young Climate Change protestors. These voices were a strong reminder that
there is a next generation of important stakeholders who is counting on the present generation to act and
overcome barriers preventing transitions.
Table 16 Interventions Plymouth in CIMO logic
Category
Problem-inContext (C)

Financial / Regulatory / Organisational
The field problem was (C1) the desire to accelerate transnational learning as a means to
improve each situational pilot - and enlarge the scope of understanding barriers and
solutions by positioning the pilots in the context of System Innovation and Sustainability
Transitions. C2 was the challenge to take the insight into internal and external
stakeholders and their CIC a step further.

Intervention (I)

The intervention was (I10) a presentation aimed at more broader and deeper picture in
an effort to place a 4DHC demonstration project in the context of Sustainability
Transition and create awareness of tensions (barriers) between ‘lock-in’ and ‘lock-out’
positions and possible 'lock out' strategies. I11 were visuals of Stakeholder Maps. Both
maps provided a new overview of a) stakeholders identification (functional domain vs
geopolitical domain) and b) stakeholders analysis (internal and external).

Mechanism (M)

The mechanisms triggered a reflection and discussion with the pilots and partners about
(M1) the situation from the perspective of sustainability transition, and (M2) the
position of different stakeholders, and their CIC in relation to each other.

Outcome (O)

The desired outcome was (O1) an ever-increasing awareness of a niche on the path
towards a smart energy system (4DHC) in a sustainable world and tensions/barriers to be
expected as well as possible solutions to overcome these barriers. O2 was better
informed pilot able to position stakeholders, to understand the relationships, and to see
through the role of organisations and their agendas.

Results
After a period of daily operations between the pilot visits, the pilots refocused their attention on system
innovation and transition. Pilots were again triggered to debate about their situation from this perspective
with each other and their partners. They have confirmed our findings after call to mind the different outcomes
of our analysis. Their questions were answered and remarks were taken into account in the concept of the
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final report. Therefore, the workshops have helped us to summarize the most important findings in
preparation of the concept Evaluation Report.
Post Plymouth, the AUAS team were able to finalize the Stakeholder Analysis Maps. Based on these results
and after internal discussion, the AUAS team could complete our tasks and prepare the list of general Barriers
and Solutions as well as the list of most important Barriers and Solutions per pilot in Dublin. Along the same
lines, the AUAS team have made a next step in the preparation for the forthcoming Evaluation Workshops and
our concept Evaluation Report to be discussed in Dublin.
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Evaluation Workshops 11 and 12 South Dublin (IR) [September 2019]
Moments of reflection –looking back and forward
Goal of the Evaluation Workshops 11 and 12 was the presentation of the preliminary results at two levels, in
general and at a pilot project.
Table 17 Overview Interventions Pilot Visit South Dublin
Overview Interventions

Form

Description

Intervention I12

Overview

Intervention I13

Workshop

General en pilot specific barriers and solutions and
KSF
Member-check and reflection on final results

This member check was an important part of our action research to improve the internal validity, and
transferability of the study. In this regard, it has to be noted that our findings in general were unanimously
agreed but some pilot projects made remarks about the findings at pilot level. A summary of this kind and
covering around 50 interviews, 200 monthly pilot diaries, dozens of meeting minutes, monthly calls, and other
data gave a composite view with results of the analysis over a period of four years. Although the lists of
retrieved segments, with all the necessary specification (e.g. timestamps, interviewee, coded segment etc.)
used throughout the research were in their possession, it was sometimes difficult for them to recollect the
specific circumstances and issues mentioned during all the conversations, written and/or spoken language
data. The remarks made were taken into account for the final analysis.

Figure 14 Photo left: Participants in Action; Photo right: Participants in action
Table 18 Interventions Dublin in CIMO logic
Problem-inContext (C)

The opportunity (C1) was to recapitulate four years of action research and to inform the
participants about the outcomes in terms of most important barriers and solutions, and
the main achievements in comparison to KSF. C2 was to get commitment to these
preliminary results of the four-year research and the challenge to free the last ideas and
remarks of pilots to give even more flavour and colour to the final results.

Intervention (I)

The intervention (I12) was the presentation of an overview of general and pilot specific
barriers and solutions, and an overview of a comparison of the results of 2017 with the
last results at the end of 2019.
I13 was the last Evaluation Workshop where the pilots were asked to complete the
relevant parts of the general and pilot specific conclusions, add their remarks, and to
give their last presentation.
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Mechanism (M)

The mechanism (M1) was a preparation to stimulate a process of reflection and to
prepare the ground for the discussion of the results, and M2 a discussion based on the
results within the project team and afterwards with the other project partners.

Outcome (O)

The desired outcome (O1) was a well-informed project team provided with the
necessary overviews. O2 was an unanimously consent of the projects and their partners
on all the findings and to ensure the most comprehensive and up to date description of
the results of our Evaluation.

Results
After a lively debate, the pilots agreed with us that the conclusion at both levels (in general and pilot specific)
on Barriers and Solutions were correct. Again their questions were answered and remarks were taken into
account in the concept of the final report.

Process evaluation
In March 2019 the AUAS team conducted two rounds of process evaluation: a quantitative and a qualitative
round. The quantitative round was in the form of a survey to evaluate the value of the stakeholder analysis
and the pilot visits, and to prepare the qualitative round in the form of an in-depth interview with all contact
persons of the 6 pilot projects. On the basis of this information together with the second round of interviews
conducted by all pilot projects, meeting minutes, and other material the AUAS team finalized the research of
the Evaluation WP.
The survey to evaluate the value of the stakeholder analysis was filled out by five out of the six pilot teams.
Four responded to have developed a better understanding by using the stakeholder approach. The use of the
stakeholder analysis matrix scored a 3.2 on a scale of 1-5. All responding pilots were able to identify important
stakeholders to interview. Also reactions during the pilot meeting in Kortrijk on the stakeholder analysis
showed the value of stakeholder analysis in the project for the pilot partners, as can be read from comments
in Table 19. Pilot visits scored 3.4 on a scale of 1-5.
Table 19 Reactions on statements of stakeholder analysis (from: Report Evaluation Workshop as part of pilot
meeting Kortrijk in March 2018).
Statement
1. In any complex systems engineering
project a comprehensive and rigorous
stakeholder analysis is essential as a first
step.

Reaction
‘Forgotten stakeholder became a negative influence tot the project’
‘Stakeholders are not only technical involved’
‘External stakeholders are complex, so we have to zoom out a bit’
‘Rigorous yes, but overarching first’
‘Don’t miss the moment, function over form, has to be flexible, it will
always grow’

2. Current stakeholder taxonomies appear
to be simplistic and do not take into
account vast differences in consumer and
producer behaviours.

‘There is a difference in consumer / producer behaviour in different

3. Is there a barrier without a stakeholder?

‘Even Nature has a stakeholder’
‘A project doesn’t exist without multiple stakeholders’
‘Scrapping the surface is simply not enough’

stages in the process’ (timeline is needed)
‘We don’t have sophisticated stakeholder taxonomies
‘We use business models, not stakeholder analysis’
‘Our stakeholder analysis at this moment is too rudimentary’
‘We experience a handicap during our stakeholder analysis’
‘Some stakeholder groups are overlooked, at this moment’
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Conclusion
In this chapter we provided an overview of the evaluation process and our interventions. From the evaluation
we can conclude that the interventions had the following results: pilot teams gained a more complete picture
of the stakeholders in their project, gained better insight in their stakeholders, valued the more in depth
analysis - hence resulting in better understanding of barriers and actions. More specific:
 Getting more insight into stakeholders by first identification and second interviews, analysis and use
of persona helped pilots in the progress of the pilot; especially the insight that ‘end users’ should also
be recognized as stakeholder and ‘every barrier has a stakeholder’ helped the teams develop the
pilots
 The transition map helped pilots to 'see' stakeholders role (as enabler, or on business as usual path) in
both the pilot and the bigger picture of the transition, which gives insight for the roll-out strategy
 Tools that were developed in the Evaluation WP for HeatNet like the stakeholder matrix, interview
formats, persona, Key Success Factors, were valuable to the pilots learning. Tools the AUAS team
developed for HeatNet will be presented separately in a ‘process guide to local authorities’
 The evaluation-interventions during the partner-meetings were crafted to stimulate and facilitate
transnational learning, applying an adaptive evaluation strategy to treat each meeting as a situational
learning environment, maximizing peer to peer learning. From the first meeting, the workshops
offered a safe learning environment, invoking group-learning. Transnational learning took place
during the whole project, with the HeatNet model development, the guides, in pilot visits and
coaching by other local authorities in the development of 4DHC.
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Pilot paths: Understanding barriers in their situational
contexts and development paths
Each pilot started the HeatNet project on a journey to achieve more 4DHC in the region. They had different
starting points and very different national, regional and situational contexts. In order to do these differences
justice, the AUAS team evaluated each pilot separately and investigated their own barriers and solutions. This
results in 6 unique paths which will follow in this chapter. In the next, concluding, chapter we will generalise
this to a more general 4DHC transition narrative on barriers, solutions, stakeholders and Key Success Factors.
To evaluate the pilot’s process, the AUAS team used:
 Key Success Factors (KSF), which the AUAS team evaluated with the pilots at several stages during the
project
 Barriers and solutions (see Appendix B for a list per pilot) and the social map from the interviews held
by the partners and their self-reporting pilot diaries
 Answers from the pilots in our questionnaire (March 2019)
 Case study report cards
 Analyses of national and spatial policy (WP1.)
 From this data the AUAS team constructed the individual pilot’s paths and their different situational
contexts.
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The Aberdeen story: no waste of heat against fuel poverty
The Aberdeen 4DHC project team from Aberdeen City planned to provide heat from the energy to waste plant
in a DHC. The plant will be up and running in 2022. Up till then the heat network is fed by gas boiler heat,
which is already more efficient in comparison to the previous existing situation. In order to make this system
future proof, the pilot team tested the use of a lower delivery temperature, in this way the system was 4DHC
ready (KSF 9).
In terms of public conditions, conflicting governmental policies in Scotland prove challenging. On the one
hand, Scottish law dictates energy plants to provide heat to be able to get a licence. This makes it easier to
develop a DHC in Scotland than in other countries (KSF 1). On the other hand, though, the government charges
high rates on the installation of district heating, making the installation far more expensive in comparison to
the installation of gas.
The Aberdeen 4DHC project team choose to start 'small', with district heating for city properties, aiming to
grow the DHC from there. This decision avoided the problem to include properties in the city centre, which
are mainly owned by off-shore investment companies and - difficult to contact, as the pilot team experienced.
Moreover, the connection of DHC to the social housing estates, provides more comfort and less safety issue in
comparison to has, increasing the reliability of heat as well (KSF 7).
The main aim of the project was to reduce fuel poverty. Yet, even for social housing, DHC has to compete with
the price of gas, as all tenants have to agree with the change to DHC. To overcome this barrier, the pricing of
the heat was discounted to become competitive (KSF 7).
During the project, the different view on profits by public and private sector was a complex barrier. To counter
this barrier, the project team started to increase stakeholder involvement and appointed a DHC ambassador
(KSF 4). Moreover, Lord Provost and the aldermen proved strong advocates for sustainability -investment and
the pilot’s investments plans were approved by the City Council (KSF 3).
However, even the established experience of Aberdeen with district heating projects - and the not-for-profit
Aberdeen Heat & Power organisation, the project team encountered a sufficient lack of knowledge, both by
local planners and in the market, invoking liability avoidance. For example, the railway company shied away
from allowing building works adjacent to the tracks as these might produce delays. Moreover, the downturn of
the oil and gas industry made investors risk-avoiding, like large investors who were hesitant to commit to
HeatNet.
In 2019 several Scottish policies came in place that favour DHC (KSF1) and will enable further roll-out.
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Table 20 Key Success Factors scored by the Aberdeen pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not fulfilled,
orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 15 Stakeholder map for the Aberdeen pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected to their
main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow pointing
up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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The Boulogne-sur-Mer story: connecting two systems
Already in 2011 in, the City of Boulogne sur Mer tendered its first DHC. The system was heated with waste
water heat, furnaces and heat pumps. In 2016 a separate biomass boiler DHC was created at Chemin de Vert.
The HeatNet pilot aimed to expand the network with around 30 new customers. The City acts as the initiator
and regulator, whereas the company Dalkia is the investing and operational owner of the system. Since 2018
Dalkia was on-board of the 4DHC pilot team in HeatNet, replacing the City representatives.
Conditions for heat networks are well established by French national legislation. Within NWE, France is most
advanced, by specific legislation promoting DHC and recent active promotions for DHC. Each large scale urban
development is required to study the feasibility of integrating a district heating (creation or extension) along
with other renewable energy technologies. There is a procedure, called ‘classement’, which allows the DHC
owner to make the connection to reliable DHC mandatory for new building or refurbished one in an area.
Moreover, it's mandatory for new plants to have a costs-benefits analysis regarding the use of industrial waste
heat in the district heating. Further, local government are allowed to set a building density threshold, where
the beneficiary of a building permit must pay if the proposed density doesn’t meet the threshold. This
provision may encourage the beneficiaries of a developer to build denser, thereby promoting the economic
viability of the heating networks.
However, these legislations provide no obligation for existing buildings to connect. This made the
HeatNet pilot in the Boulogne Sur Mer pilot complex. Moreover, one of the key challenges concerned the
connection to private customers - as well as the technical and feasible integration of the new system in the
existing buildings and installations. Another difficulty was rather technocratic. Renovation of housing
association's properties are eligible for financial grants if this also results in the upgrade to energy-efficiency
label D. Social housing associations will not connect their properties to a DHC before they have received
grants for renovating to label D. If they would connect prior to renovation, the DHC will bring the label already
up to at least D, terminating the right on grants.
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Table 21 Key Success Factors scored by the Boulogne-sur–Mer pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not
fulfilled, orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 16 Stakeholder map for the Boulogne-sur-Mer pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected
to their main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow
pointing up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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The Kortrijk story: building on a political no man’s land
The pilot project in Kortrijk started with strong support of the alderman. The 4DHC project team learned that a
long term vision on city planning and energy neutrality from the city proved especially valuable to be able to
adopt this big infrastructural project and connect new customers (KSF 3, 4). However, this was a difficult political
process, where elections created a long decision standstill (KSF 1). The dedication of the 4DHC project team
made them well positioned to prepare necessary steps (KSF 6). A capacity building program with support from
local knowledge partners helped to get the planners from the municipality on board (KSF 4, 6). Also visits to
other HeatNet pilots proved fruitful to gain know how and strategies to develop the heat network.
Another challenge were the infrastructural barriers. Crossing railroads or rivers need the involvement of several
governmental departments, which appeared to lack know how of heat networks, measured by different life
spans and assumed different responsibilities. Moreover, the underground turned out to be already very busy.
Collaboration between stakeholders were key, but it took time to get everybody at the same pace (KSF 4). Like
in every pilot, the low gas price in Belgium created a negative business case for heat networks. Developers were
primarily interested in financial return. Moreover, the gas grid owner had different interests due to new possible
competition. The help of the EU subsidy made it possible to create local economic value and lower prices on the
long term (KSF 7). The value proposition also includes higher social and environmental value creation by delivery
of sustainable heating and cooling as a service, risks and with increased comfort. Stakeholders need to share
and factor these values to be able to roll out 4DHC further.
Another challenge for this project is the role of the local authority. It is still under discussion how the
governance-structure might to work, but local authorities are never allowed to operate the grid. Moreover,
structural support by regulation and incentives is still needed. Barriers in legislations are, for example, that it is
unclear who owns geothermal energy, the use of surface water for heating or cooling is taxed and heat
networks cannot be laid down in zoning plans. There is proposed legislation in favour of DHC networks, waiting
for the new Flemish government to introduce (KSF 1).
The strategy by the 4DHC project team was to start the project small with their own buildings and expand from
there. During the HeatNet project, the heat network on the initial site of Kortrijk Weide was expanded to the
other side of the railroad to the educational campus. As such, the strategy proved successful for this niche
development. However, upscaling on the long-term roadmap is uncertain. Needed is additional support from
the national government and a stable local organisation. Moreover, due to legislation, renewable sources are
only applicable if they are located within Belgium - and not across the border in France (KSF 5).
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Table 22 Key Success Factors scored by the Kortrijk pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not fulfilled,
orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 17 Stakeholder map for the Kortrijk pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected to their
main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow pointing
up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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The Mijnwater story: roll out rollercoaster
Mijnwater was initiated in 2005 by the municipality of Heerlen. The Mijnwater-concept used warm water in
the abandoned and flooded local coal mines as a sustainable source. Several utility buildings were connected,
but the first installations slowly exhausted the geothermal source, limiting its scalability. In 2012, the upgraded
and new system tried to counter the limitations by integrating the storage of heat from buildings for other
moments in time or locations. For example, the area around the Heerlen train station (Maankwartier) was
connected to this system, which proved challenging, both technically and financially (KSF 8 and 9). A financially
interesting proposition could be made to utility building owners by focussing on delivering comfort as a service
instead of just delivering heat (KSF 7).
At the start of HeatNet in 2017, Mijnwater had the aim to expand and connect several separate cluster grids to
one backbone, making the system more redundant. Novel in this solution is to optimise the exact timing of
demand from buildings without affecting required comfort levels. The purpose of this optimisation is to reduce
maximum peak demand on the grid infrastructure and the electricity grid. Mijnwater scored well on the KSFs
at the start of the project, as can be seen in Table 20.
Within HeatNet, Mijnwater with its running district heating system, is an experienced project partner, able to
coach pilots like Plymouth and Kortrijk and play an inspirational role for the other partners.
In 2017 new financing of the company had to be found (KSF2). In 2018, the tender procedure of the
municipality for a building which should be connected to Mijnwater failed. The bids were too high, due to the
end of the economic crisis, resulting in a delay of approximately six months. Aligned with the long term vision
of the region Parkstad Limburg (PALET programme) and the national Climate agreement, local politicians
assumed the building would be connected to Mijnwater anyway, hence supporting the start of the HeatNetpart of the backbone, even before the new tender procedure finalised. This connection and cluster basement
were successfully built and became operational in 2019. Possible barriers in building and transportation were
tackled by designing the skids/basements in such a manner that transportation by the road was possible
without expensive measures. Moreover, the municipality permitted the installation of the grid as if it was a
sewer system. Most spatial barriers were tackled.
As the financing was funded by the investment fund of the province Limburgs Energie Fonds (LEF) in 2018,
shareholder ship shifted from the City of Heerlen to LEF. Additional financial support was arranged in the same
year by several successful applications for EU funding. With this financial and political support (KSF 1, 2, 3, 4
and 6) Mijnwater can roll-out beyond HeatNet. However, although the European subsidies for research and
investments were indispensable, this roll-out does require additional funding (KSF 2) as district heating keeps
uncompetitive in the current market, due to low gas prices.
Learnings from the Mijnwater story are the action potential as a semi-governmental entity. In comparison with
the other projects, the Mijnwater project is in a more advanced and built state. As such, it showcases possible
next steps and the challenges for roll-out. As a separate organisation, it might be less vulnerable for changes in
comparison to teams within municipalities. Nevertheless, the structural challenges, i.e., its business case,
keeps vulnerable.
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Table 23 Key Success Factors scored by the Mijnwater pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not fulfilled,
orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 18 Stakeholder map for the Mijnwater pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected to their
main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow pointing
up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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The Plymouth story: inspired by low temperature heat
Plymouth city council started in HeatNet with a pilot for the development of DHC in the city from Combined
Heat & Power waste heat from the university. Other KSF were difficult. Especially as nor UK policy, nor English
policy were available for the installation of DHC (KSF1) and – comparable to all pilots - not competitive in a
market with gas. It proved difficult to engage the private sector, especially developers. They assessed the
project from a frame ‘to keep business as usual’ as ‘not prover technology’.
Halfway the HeatNet project several KSF changed for the better by work of the 4DHC project team. Approval
by the city was arranged to involve stakeholders more actively and purposefully and investigate new heat
sources. Moreover, at the end of the HeatNet project, local funding was secured. Additionally, national policy
tends to improve by the introduction of new national building regulation. However, finding approval for
(continuous) staff capacity kept challenging.
One major obstacle, creating a substantial drawback and delay, was the withdrawal of the university as
partner of the heat source. The 4DHC team learned it lacked the influence at the right level in the university
organisation to change or influence this decision.
Other possible renewable heat sources were already identified in an earlier survey within the HeatNet project.
The 4DHC project team and their (external) consultants were inspired by the technical and environmental
benefits of the Mijnwater project and the site visits to Heerlen as well as coaching by Mijnwater. In Plymouth,
groundwater sources from the principal limestone aquifer in the city centre were investigated with a test
borehole drilling in 2018. The results were positive, both technically and in its business case. This sets the stage
for a low temperature heat network in Plymouth's Civic Centre. As an added value, the system can deliver cold
and heat; an asset in areas with a mixture of offices and housing. Helping to close the business case, a
masterplan was developed for the City Centre and Millbay areas, ensuring future phases to link to the HeatNet
system for the roll-out.
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Table 24 Key Success Factors (KSF) scored by the Plymouth pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not
fulfilled, orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 19 Stakeholder map for the Plymouth pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected to their
main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow pointing
up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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The South Dublin story: creating the playing field
Maybe, South Dublin started the HeatNet project from the most challenging position. First, DHC is somewhat
unknown technology as it contains less than 1% of the heating market in Ireland. Second, there were no policy
frameworks on heat, at local or national level. Third, grants and subsidies for energy efficiency measures,
available for individual households, do not include equipment for DHC connection or are available for the
financing of DHC substations.
The sheer volume of work to establish the above templates and policy pose a challenge for the Dublin team
and additional resourcing was provided within the pilot organisation. A substantial setback occurred when the
hospital as a heat source withdrew (KSF 5). The engagement of a multi-national data centre for DHC was the
next available opportunity. Despite the challenges of engaging with a large organisation, support from the
Planning Department within the Council, attaching planning compliance requirements to reuse waste heat,
and incorporating strong District Heating policy in the statutory plans assisted in securing the waste heat. A
year later, the pilot team successfully concluded the agreement with the data centre to deliver low
temperature heat.
The Tallaght District Heating Scheme will begin its first phase in the Tallaght Town Centre area. The 4DHC
project team selected this area because of its high heat demand due to its density, a key indicator for DHC
viability. Moreover, the area consists of Council buildings, along and a planned new high-density residential
development, ensuring guaranteed customers. As for the future roll out, the system is ideally located to
connect to other large heat users in the area. In the process, several technical concepts were evaluated by
Codema and the design with a central heat pump and thermal storage was most economical. Approval from
the city council and more involvement from stakeholders halfway the project improved several KSF.
The 4DHC team set up a tendering process with market consultation to test the concept in the market since
DHC and the use of heat pumps was new in the Irish market. This helped find companies that were able to
build the system. A governance structure for an Energy Service Company (ESCO) was set up from scratch with
South Dublin City Council as a full shareholder and will be the first not-for-profit energy utility in Ireland. (KSF6,
9). Knowledge exchange with Danish and HeatNet partners helped find technical and organisational solutions.
This innovative district heating scheme will utilise waste heat from a local data centre, a centralised, largescale heat pump will provide heat at right temperature and thermal storage facilities will take advantage of
off-peak electricity and possibly demand response services, while also providing a source of back-up.
In 2019 additional funding was awarded to the project, under the Climate Action Plan, the national policy
which support carbon reduction projects. Local and national policy was improved in consultation and dialogue
with the pilot team and their local knowledge partner Codema. Without precedent on DHC in policy and rules,
the pilot team was required to establish industry templates, for which they received support from the
Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI). The mind-set of a lot of stakeholders has evolved from the
initial stages of the project. The lack of specific legislation allowing developers to obtain licenses for resource
exploration, development and drilling under third party lands still remains a barrier. Currently the legislation
does not reflect the green credentials of DH, however this is under review by the government.
The successful roll-out of the Tallaght system will enable South Dublin County Council to expand district
heating to other areas of the County that also have significant potential.
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Table 25 Key Success Factors scored by the South-Dublin pilot team during the HeatNet project, red = not
fulfilled, orange = difficult, light green= little bit fulfilled, green = fulfilled.
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Figure 20 Stakeholder map for the South-Dublin pilot. Stakeholders are mapped with an arrow connected to
their main category of interest (financial, regulatory, organisational, and technical). In blue with an arrow
pointing up for favouring the transition and in black for wanting to keep business as usual.
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Discussion and future research
Our goal was to facilitate transnational learning and evaluate the pilots on experienced barriers and solutions.
As can be read in the previous chapters we succeeded in this. However there are some points for reflection.
 The project set out to do action research with the pilot partners as researchers. As a result of this we
had a very broad but not complete set of stakeholders interviewed at each pilot. Also the choice to
give them freedom via an open question structure gave depth to the results but also a very diverse
set of answers. The interviews were done by different interviewers. Of course this was the setup we
choose because of the involvement of the pilot partners in their own learning. It makes the results
being relevant in their context, not to be mistaken with generalizable outcomes.
 Every pilot project has a very large stakeholder group, changing in time. This means you see a part of
it at a certain moment. The outcome claims need to have a certain local and historical awareness.
Every time we wanted to make more general conclusions we had to hold back.
 The HeatNet project was part of a bigger transition, in some cases already started years ago. This
meant that not all changes can be attributed to HeatNet. How to scope this is open for debate.
 The interventions were designed in a ‘plan do check act’ method, this means you adapt your strategy
to what you find. This meant we carefully analysed what happened in the meetings and choose our
next intervention. This focus on interventions is different from standard research where you want to
keep the situation stable during the research period. Good outcome of this adaptability was that we
were able to help Kortrijk to see the bigger picture with our transition visual and give the research a
boost by having an additional face-to-face meeting in Kortrijk.
 Challenge in all big collaboration projects is to access data and have it accessible for all partners. The
structure of pilot diaries and a shared document base helped a lot in this. However we still had to
challenge partners constantly to check and fill in data on their pilots.
 It turned out to be difficult to follow the results of all interventions. The pilot diaries and monthly
meetings helped a lot, but so much happens in every pilot that it is difficult to keep up for external
parties. To tackle this we held a questionnaire on the process (March 2019).
 The memory in the project is short. For instance, barriers that were named in early stages, were not
recognized anymore later on. This was tackled by putting dates on the results and giving more of a
timeline to the story, in this way doing justice to the learning experience without forgetting the
struggles.
 A model was made to evaluate usefulness of best practices for specific pilots. This recommendation
was however not implemented into the HeatNet project due to time restrictions and a lack of thesis
students at AUAS.
The following topics can be picked up in future research:
 The heatNet project is part of a large transition which will take tens of years. The timeline of HeatNet
(4 years) is too short for some changes to take place or to see the results. Following the pilot projects
and their roll out with a same research framework would give much more insight into sustainable
transitions than can be done in the period of HeatNet.
 Implement the model to evaluate usefulness of best practices for specific pilots in a different project
 Use the interventions and stakeholder model in other projects and improve the method.
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Conclusions: Pathways to overcome barriers
The focus of HeatNet is to identify the financial, regulatory and organisational barriers preventing the
development of DHC in NWE, to explore solutions to overcome these barriers and to introduce 4DHC as best
practice.
The main objective of the Evaluation Work Package was:
 to give local authorities periodic reflections and insight into barriers and solutions in exemplar pilot
projects and the way barriers are closely linked to stakeholders, and
 to provide transnational learning and learnings about the routes of transition to 4DHC in NWE in their
individual local context.
In the course of HeatNet the theoretical framework of Sustainability Transition Theory and Stakeholder Theory
provided guidance and perspective to research and analyse the stakeholders, barriers and solutions for
developing and rolling out 4DHC in their situational contexts together with the partners. Moreover, we applied
an adaptive evaluation strategy to maximize peer to peer learning during the HeatNet project in action.
The interventions during the partner-meetings were crafted to stimulate and facilitate transnational learning,
applying an adaptive evaluation strategy to treat each meeting as a situational learning environment,
maximizing peer to peer learning. From the first meeting, the workshops offered a safe learning environment,
invoking group-learning. The workshop material was selected and developed as a tool for participants to
engage in action-oriented transnational learning, by expressing their situation and by mirroring and
confronting with other local situations. More specific:
 getting more insight into stakeholders by first identification and second interviews, analysis and use
of persona helped pilots in the progress of the pilot; especially the insight that ‘end users’ should also
be recognized as stakeholder and ‘every barrier has a stakeholder’ helped the teams develop the
pilots
 The transition map helped pilots to see stakeholders role (as enabler, or on business as usual path) in
both the pilot and the bigger picture of the transition which give more insight for the roll-out strategy
 Tools that were developed in the Evaluation WP for HeatNet like the stakeholder matrix, interview
formats, persona, Key Success Factors, were valuable to the pilots learning. Tools we developed for
HeatNet will be presented separately in a ‘process guide to local authorities’
 Transnational learning took place during the whole project, with the HeatNet model development,
the guides, in pilot visits and coaching by other local authorities in the development of 4DHC.
From interviews, stakeholder analysis, Key Success Factors, pilot diaries, barriers and solutions we mapped the
stakeholder Arena and saw which stakeholder is on the transition pathway, the ‘lock out’ and which
stakeholders are in the ‘lock in', holding back transitions. For each pilot, the story is unique in its local context,
as was shown in chapter Pilot paths.
For the project as a whole we came to the following list of barriers and solutions:
Barriers:
• Private sector not engaged
• Lack of internal organisational focus and time
• Governance structure, no logical role for local authority
• No level playing for heat, not seen as proven technology
• Lack of funding, alternative (gas) too cheap
• Lack of knowledge on heat networks with f.e. planners, developers, in market
Solutions:
• Value other benefits
• Start small and built from that
• Public private partnerships
• Municipality as initiator giving good example
• Long term vision
• Learn from others
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These aggregated barriers and solutions are aligned with general challenges of this kind of niche projects.
Moreover, not all suggested solutions could be realised in each pilot, yet as the pilot paths showed, among
many other resources, at least serious and enduring dedication is needed.
The general emerging story is one of successful (=realising a grid) niche pilot projects, implementing heat
networks in the real world. Local authorities play a crucial role, both as an institutional power and launching
customer, as well a knowledgeable organisation. The latter were developed with substantial knowledge and
knowledge sharing with the other HeatNet pilots and knowledge partners. Templates for legal documents
were shared, guides for other local authorities were developed.
HeatNet funding provided the (first) financial support for the projects to be realised. Not all project were fully
4DHC, but all pilots took steps to either use lower temperatures in the buildings or find new renewable
sources. We also saw niches still needing funding to be able to provide affordable heat to its customers. In
reality, social and environmental values are not prices in - keeping HeatNet outperformed by pricing in relation
to gas.
As we discovered however, not all barriers are related to heat networks or 4DHC. To the contrary, many
barriers are just 'part' of any large engineering project like infrastructural barriers. The unfamiliarity, though, of
DHC proofed complicated for authorities. Other barriers were exemplary for CO2 reduction projects, like a low
or postponed return on investment and a lack of shared interests between stakeholders.

Projects like 4DHC are demonstrating niche innovations and are able to exist specifically as they are framed as
niches or protected projects. They should contribute to the production of new regimes such as a Smart Energy
System. However, regime-change has, by nature, severe consequences for the status quo and its stakeholders.
Even if the existing regime produces unfavourable outcomes, these outcomes are 'known', whereas the
outcomes of new regimes are consisting unknown chains of consequences. As such, each niche-innovation
should not be understood as a sole technical challenge, but has to act to institutionalize the evolvement of
sociological, cultural and economical regimes as well, for example, by involving stakeholders and showcasing
replacing gains and realities.
To sum up, transition barriers consisted of knowledge gaps, lack of shared values and an uneven focus on short
term interests in relation to long term needs. To overcome these barriers, long term visions and heat maps
were drafted for the local situation. However to leap this kind of HeatNets from niche-projects into the
mainstream, needs transition in national regulation and additional support from authorities to create trust.
Where this is the case, you see the heat network growing. One could state, local authorities are ready to rollout, if granted the right conditions by other higher authorities.
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Appendix A: Persona examples
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Appendix B: Barriers and solutions
Table 26 Barriers and solutions with connected stakeholder for the Aberdeen pilot (from MAXQDA text analysis
interviews and pilot diaries)

Table 27 Barriers and solutions with connected stakeholder for the Kortrijk pilot (summary from interviews and
pilot diaries)
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Table 28 Barriers and solutions with connected stakeholder for the Mijnwater pilot (from MAXQDA text analysis
interviews and pilot diaries)

Table 29 Barriers and solutions with connected stakeholder for the Plymouth pilot (from MAXQDA text analysis
interviews and pilot diaries)
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Table 30 Barriers and solutions with connected stakeholder for the South-Dublin pilot (from MAXQDA text
analysis interviews and pilot diaries)
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